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Chapter 5 : The Structure and Function of Macromolecules 
 
1. Which term includes all others in the list?   
 

• monosaccharide  
• disaccharide  
• starch  
• carbohydrate  
• polysaccharide  
 

2. The molecular formula for glucose is C6H12O6. What would be the molecular 
formula for a polymer made by linking ten glucose molecules together by 
dehydration reactions?   

 
• C60H120O60  
• C6H12O6  
• C60H102O51  
• C60H100O50  
• C60H111O51  

 

3. The enzyme amylase can break glycosidic linkages between glucose 
monomers only if the monomers are the a form. Which of the following could 
amylase break down?    

 
• glycogen, starch, and amylopectin  
• glycogen and cellulose  
• cellulose and chitin  
• starch and chitin  
• starch, amylopectin, and cellulose  

 

4. Choose the pair of terms that correctly completes this sentence: Nucleotides 
are to _____ as _____ are to proteins.   

 
• nucleic acids; amino acids  
• amino acids; polypeptides  
• glycosidic linkages; polypeptide linkages  
• genes; enzymes  
• polymers; polypeptides  
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5. Which of the following statements concerning unsaturated fats is true?  
 

• They are more common in animals than in plants.  
• They have double bonds in the carbon chains of their fatty acids.  
• They generally solidify at room temperature.  
• They contain more hydrogen than saturated fats having the same number of 

carbon atoms.  
• They have fewer fatty acid molecules per fat molecule.  

 

6. The structural level of a protein least affected by a disruption in hydrogen 
bonding is the   

 
• primary level.  
• secondary level.  
• tertiary level.  
• quaternary level.  
• All structural levels are equally affected.  

 

7. Which of the following pairs of base sequences could form a short stretch of a 
normal double helix of DNA?   

 
• 5'-purine-pyrimidine-purine-pyrimidine-3' with 3'-purine-pyrimidine-purine-

pyrimidine-5'  
• 5'-A-G-C-T-3' with 5'-T-C-G-A-3'  
• 5'-G-C-G-C-3' with 5'-T-A-T-A-3'   
• 5'-A-T-G-C-3' with 5'-G-C-A-T-3'   
• all of the above  

 

8. Enzymes that break down DNA catalyze the hydrolysis of the covalent bonds 
that join nucleotides together. What would happen to DNA molecules treated 
with these enzymes?   

 
• The two strands of the double helix would separate.  
• The phosphodiester bonds between deoxyribose sugars would be broken.  
• The purines would be separated from the deoxyribose sugars.  
• The pyrimidines would be separated from the deoxyribose sugars.  
• All bases would be separated from the deoxyribose sugars.  
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9. Which of the following is not a protein?   
 

• hemoglobin  
• cholesterol  
• an antibody  
• an enzyme  
• insulin  

 

10. Which of the following statements about the 5' end of a polynucleotide strand 
is correct?   

 
• The 5' end has a hydroxyl group.  
• The 5' end has a phosphate group.  
• The 5' end is identical to the 3' end.  
• The 5' end is antiparallel to the 3' end.  
• The 5' end is the fifth position on one of the nitrogenous bases  
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Chapter 6 : A Tour of the Cell 
 

1. The symptoms of a certain inherited disorder in humans include breathing 
problems and, in males, sterility. Which of the following is a reasonable 
hypothesis for the molecular basis of this disorder?    

 
• a defective enzyme in the mitochondria  
• defective actin molecules in cellular microfilaments  
• defective dynein molecules in cilia and flagella  
• abnormal hydrolytic enzymes in the lysosomes  
• defective ribosome assembly in the nucleolus  

 

2. Choose the statement that correctly characterizes bound ribosomes. 
 

• Bound ribosomes are enclosed in their own membrane.  
• Bound and free ribosomes are structurally different.  
• Bound ribosomes generally synthesize membrane proteins and secretory proteins.  
• The most common location for bound ribosomes is the cytoplasmic surface of the 

plasma membrane.  
• All of the above.  

 

3. Which of the following is not considered part of the endomembrane system?   
 

• nuclear envelope  
• chloroplast  
• Golgi apparatus  
• plasma membrane  
• ER  

 

4. Cells of the pancreas will incorporate radioactively labeled amino acids into 
proteins. This "tagging" of newly synthesized proteins enables a researcher to 
track the location of these proteins in a cell. In this case, we are tracking an 
enzyme that is eventually secreted by pancreatic cells. Which of the following 
is the most likely pathway for movement of this protein in the cell?   

 
• ER?Golgi?nucleus  
• Golgi?ER?lysosome  
• nucleus?ER?Golgi  
• ER?Golgi?vesicles that fuse with plasma membrane  
• ER?lysosomes?vesicles that fuse with plasma membrane   
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5. Which of the following structures is common to plant and animal cells?   
 

• chloroplast  
• wall made of cellulose  
• tonoplast  
• mitochondrion  
• centriole  

 

6. Which of the following is present in a prokaryotic cell?   
• mitochondrion  
• ribosome  
• nuclear envelope  
• chloroplast  
• ER  

 

7. Which type of cell would probably provide the best opportunity to study 
lysosomes?   

 
• muscle cell  
• nerve cell  
• phagocytic white blood cell  
• leaf cell of a plant  
• bacterial cell  

 

8. Which of the following statements is a correct distinction between prokaryotic 
and eukaryotic cells attributable to the absence of a prokaryotic cytoskeleton? 

 
• Organelles are found only in eukaryotic cells.  
• Cytoplasmic streaming is not observed in prokaryotes.  
• Only eukaryotic cells are capable of movement.  
• Prokaryotic cells have cell walls.  
• Only the eukaryotic cell concentrates its genetic material in a region separate from 

the rest of the cell.  
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9. Which of the following structure-function pairs is mismatched? 
 

• nucleolus; ribosome production  
• lysosome; intracellular digestion  
• ribosome; protein synthesis  
• Golgi; protein trafficking  
• microtubule; muscle contraction  

 

10. Cyanide binds with at least one of the molecules involved in the production of 
ATP. Following exposure of a cell to cyanide, most of the cyanide could be 
expected to be found within the   

 
• mitochondria.   
• ribosomes.  
• peroxisomes.  
• lysosomes.  
• endoplasmic reticulum.  
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Chapter 7 :  Membrane Structure and Function 
 

1. In what way do the various membranes of a eukaryotic cell differ?  
 

• Phospholipids are found only in certain membranes.  
• Certain proteins are unique to each membrane.  
• Only certain membranes of the cell are selectively permeable.  
• Only certain membranes are constructed from amphipathic molecules.  
• Some membranes have hydrophobic surfaces exposed to the cytoplasm, while others 

have hydrophilic surfaces facing the cytoplasm.  
 

2. According to the fluid mosaic model of membrane structure, proteins of the 
membrane are mostly   

 
• spread in a continuous layer over the inner and outer surfaces of the membrane.  
• confined to the hydrophobic core of the membrane.  
• embedded in a lipid bilayer.  
• randomly oriented in the membrane, with no fixed inside-outside polarity.  
• free to depart from the fluid membrane and dissolve in the surrounding solution.  

 

3. Which of the following factors would tend to increase membrane fluidity?  
 

• a greater proportion of unsaturated phospholipids  
• a greater proportion of saturated phospholipids  
• a lower temperature  
• a relatively high protein content in the membrane  
• a greater proportion of relatively large glycoproteins compared to lipids having 

smaller molecular masses  
 

4. Which of the following processes includes all others?   
 
• osmosis  
• diffusion of a solute across a membrane  
• facilitated diffusion  
• passive transport  
• transport of an ion down its electrochemical gradient  
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5. Based on the model of sucrose uptake in Figure 7.19, which of the following 
experimental treatments would increase the rate of sucrose transport into the 
cell?   

 
• decreasing extracellular sucrose concentration  
• decreasing extracellular pH  
• decreasing cytoplasmic pH  
• adding an inhibitor that blocks the regeneration of ATP  
• adding a substance that makes the membrane more permeable to hydrogen ions  

 

6. An artificial cell consisting of an aqueous solution enclosed in a selectively 
permeable membrane has just been immersed in a beaker containing a different 
solution. The membrane is permeable to water and to the simple sugars 
glucose and fructose but completely impermeable to the disaccharide sucrose. 
Which solute(s) will exhibit a net diffusion into the cell?  

 

• sucrose  
• glucose  
• fructose  
• sucrose, glucose, and fructose  
• sucrose and glucose  

 

7. For the situation in question 6, which solute(s) will exhibit a net diffusion out 
of the cell?   

 
• sucrose  
• glucose  
• fructose  
• sucrose, glucose, and fructose   
• sucrose and glucose   
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8. For the situation in question 6, is the solution outside the cell isotonic, 
hypotonic, or hypertonic?    

 
• isotonic  
• hypotonic   
• hypertonic  

 

9. For the situation in question 6, in which direction will there be a net osmotic 
movement of water?   

 
• into the cell  
• out of the cell  
• There will be no net osmotic movement of water.   

 

10. For the situation in question 6, after the cell is placed in the beaker, which of 
the following changes will occur?   

 
• The net water movement will be out of the cell, the artificial cell will become 

more flaccid, and the two solutions will eventually have the same solute 
concentrations.   

• The net water movement will be out of the cell, the artificial cell will become 
more flaccid, and the two solutions will have different solute concentrations.   

• The net water movement will be into the cell, the artificial cell will become more 
turgid, and the two solutions will eventually have the same solute concentrations.  

• The net water movement will be into the cell, the artificial cell will become more 
turgid, and the two solutions will have different solute concentrations.  

• There will be no net movement of water and the concentrations of sucrose, 
glucose, and fructose will eventually become the same inside and outside the cell  
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Chapter 8: An Introduction to Metabolism   
 

1. Choose the pair of terms that correctly completes this sentence: Catabolism is 
to anabolism as _____ is to _____.   

 
• exergonic; spontaneous  
• exergonic; endergonic  
• free energy; entropy  
• work; energy  
• entropy; enthalpy  

 

2. Most cells cannot harness heat to perform work because   
 

• heat is not a form of energy.  
• cells do not have much heat; they are relatively cool.  
• temperature is usually uniform throughout a cell.  
• heat can never be used to do work.  
• heat denatures enzymes.  

 

3. According to the first law of thermodynamics,   
 

• matter can be neither created nor destroyed.  
• energy is conserved in all processes.  
• all processes increase the order of the universe.  
• systems rich in energy are intrinsically stable.  
• the universe constantly loses energy because of friction.  

 

4. Which of the following metabolic processes can occur without a net influx of 
energy from some other process?   

 
• ADP +  Pi ? ATP + H2O  
• C6H12O6 + 6 O2 ? 6 CO2 + 6 H2O  
• 6 CO2 + 6 H2O ? C6H12O6 + 6 O2  
• amino acids ? protein  
• glucose + fructose ? sucrose  
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5. If an enzyme has been inhibited noncompetitively,  
 

• the ?G for the reaction it catalyzes will always be negative.  
• the active site will be occupied by the inhibitor molecule.  
• raising substrate concentration will increase inhibition.  
• more energy will be necessary to initiate the reaction.  
• the inhibitor molecule may be chemically unrelated to the substrate.  

 

6. If an enzyme solution is saturated with substrate, the most effective way to 
obtain an even faster yield of products is to   

 
• add more of the enzyme.  
• heat the solution to 90°C.  
• add more substrate.  
• add an allosteric inhibitor.  
• add a noncompetitive inhibitor.  

 

7. If an enzyme is added to a solution where its substrate and products are in 
equilibrium, what would occur?   

 
• Additional product would be formed.  
• Additional substrate would be formed.  
• The reaction would change from endergonic to exergonic.  
• The free energy of the system would change.  
• Nothing; the reaction would stay at equilibrium.  

 

8. Some bacteria are metabolically active in hot springs because  
 

• they are able to maintain a cooler internal temperature.  
• high temperatures make catalysis unnecessary.  
• their enzymes have high optimal temperatures.  
• their enzymes are completely insensitive to temperature.  
• they use molecules other than proteins as their main catalysts.  
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9. Which of the following characteristics is not associated with allosteric 
regulation of an enzyme's activity?   

 
• A mimic of the substrate competes for the active site.  
• A naturally occurring molecule stabilizes a catalytically active conformation.  
• Regulatory molecules bind to a site remote from the active site.  
• Inhibitors and activators may compete with one another.  
• The enzyme usually has a quaternary structure.  

 

10. In this branched metabolic pathway, a red arrow with a minus sign symbolizes 
inhibition of a metabolic step by an end product:  

 

Which reaction would prevail if both Q and S were present in the cell in high 
concentrations?   

• L ? M
• M ? O
• L ? N
• ? P
• R ? S
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Chapter 9: Cellular Respiration: Harvesting Chemical Energy   
 

1. What is the reducing agent in the following reaction?  
 

• oxygen  
• NADH  
• NAD+  
• lactate  
• pyruvate  

 

2. The immediate energy source that drives ATP synthesis by ATP synthase 
during oxidative phosphorylation is   

 
• the oxidation of glucose and other organic compounds.  
• the flow of electrons down the electron transport chain.  
• the affinity of oxygen for electrons.  
• the H+ concentration gradient across the inner mitochondrial membrane.   
• the transfer of phosphate to ADP.  

 

3. Which metabolic pathway is common to both fermentation and cellular 
respiration?    

 
• the citric acid cycle  
• the electron transport chain  
• glycolysis  
• synthesis of acetyl CoA from pyruvate  
• reduction of pyruvate to lactate  

 

4. In mitochondria, exergonic redox reactions   
 

• are the source of energy driving prokaryotic ATP synthesis.  
• are directly coupled to substrate-level phosphorylation.  
• provide the energy to establish the proton gradient.  
• reduce carbon atoms to carbon dioxide.  
• are coupled via phosphorylated intermediates to endergonic processes.  
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5. The final electron acceptor of the electron transport chain that functions in 
oxidative phosphorylation is   

 
• oxygen.  
• water.  
• NAD+.  
• pyruvate.  
• ADP.  

 

6. When electrons flow along the electron transport chains of mitochondria, 
which of the following changes occurs?  

 
• The pH of the matrix increases.  
• ATP synthase pumps protons by active transport.  
• The electrons gain free energy.  
• The cytochromes phosphorylate ADP to form ATP.  
• NAD+ is oxidized.  

 

7. In the presence of a metabolic poison that specifically and completely inhibits 
all function of mitochondrial ATP synthase, which would you expect?   

 
• a decrease in the pH difference across the inner mitochondrial membrane  
• an increase in the pH difference across the inner mitochondrial membrane  
• increased synthesis of ATP  
• increased oxygen consumption  
• an accumulation of NAD+  

 

8. Cells do not catabolize carbon dioxide because   
 

• its double bonds are too stable to be broken.  
• CO2 has fewer bonding electrons than other organic compounds.  
• CO2 is already completely reduced.  
• CO2 is already completely oxidized.  
• the molecule has too few atoms.  
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9. Which of the following is a true distinction between fermentation and cellular 
respiration?   

 
• Only respiration oxidizes glucose.  
• NADH is oxidized by the electron transport chain in respiration only.  
• Fermentation, but not respiration, is an example of a catabolic pathway.  
• Substrate-level phosphorylation is unique to fermentation.  
• NAD+ functions as an oxidizing agent only in respiration.  

 

10. Most CO2 from catabolism is released during   
 

• glycolysis.  
• the citric acid cycle.  
• lactate fermentation.  
• electron transport.  
• oxidative phosphorylation.  
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Chapter 10: Photosynthesis   
 

1. The light reactions of photosynthesis supply the Calvin cycle with   
 

• light energy.  
• CO2 and ATP.  
• H2O and NADPH.  
• ATP and NADPH.  
• sugar and O2.  

 

2. Which of the following sequences correctly represents the flow of electrons 
during photosynthesis?   

 
• NADPH ? O2 ? CO2   
• H2O ? NADPH ? Calvin cycle  
• NADPH ? chlorophyll ? Calvin cycle  
• H2O ? photosystem I ? photosystem II  
• NADPH ? electron transport chain ? O2  

 

3. Which of the following conclusions does not follow from studying the 
absorption spectrum for chlorophyll a and the action spectrum for 
photosynthesis (see Figure 10.9a and b)?   

 
• Not all wavelengths are equally effective for photosynthesis.  
• There must be accessory pigments that broaden the spectrum of light that 

contributes to photosynthesis.  
• The red and blue areas of the spectrum are most effective in driving 

photosynthesis.  
• Chlorophyll owes its color to the absorption of green light.  
• Chlorophyll a has two absorption peaks.  

 

4. Cooperation of the two photosystems is required for   
• ATP synthesis.  
• reduction of NADP+.  
• cyclic photophosphorylation.  
• oxidation of the reaction center of photosystem I.  
• generation of a proton-motive force.  
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5. In mechanism, photophosphorylation is most similar to   
 

• substrate-level phosphorylation in glycolysis.  
• oxidative phosphorylation in cellular respiration.  
• the Calvin cycle.  
• carbon fixation.  
• reduction of NADP+.  

 

6. In what respect are the photosynthetic adaptations of C4 plants and CAM 
plants similar?  

 
• In both cases, only photosystem I is used.  
• Both types of plants make sugar without the Calvin cycle.  
• In both cases, an enzyme other than rubisco carries out the first step in carbon 

fixation.  
• Both types of plants make most of their sugar in the dark.  
• Neither C4 plants nor CAM plants have thylakoids.  

 

7. Which of the following processes is most directly driven by light energy? 
 

• creation of a pH gradient by pumping protons across the thylakoid membrane  
• carbon fixation in the stroma  
• reduction of NADP+ molecules  
• removal of electrons from chlorophyll molecules  
• ATP synthesis  

 

8. Which of the following statements is a correct distinction between cyclic and 
noncyclic electron flow?   

 
• Only noncyclic electron flow produces ATP.  
• In addition to ATP, cyclic electron flow also produces O2 and NADPH.  
• Only cyclic electron flow utilizes light at 700 nm.  
• Chemiosmosis is unique to noncyclic electron flow.  
• Only cyclic electron flow can operate in the absence of photosystem II.  
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9. Which of the following statements is a correct distinction between autotrophs 
and heterotrophs?   

 
• Only heterotrophs require chemical compounds from the environment.  
• Cellular respiration is unique to heterotrophs.  
• Only heterotrophs have mitochondria.  
• Autotrophs, but not heterotrophs, can nourish themselves beginning with CO2 and 

other nutrients that are inorganic.  
• Only heterotrophs require oxygen.  

 

10. Which of the following does not occur during the Calvin cycle? 
 

• carbon fixation  
• oxidation of NADPH  
• release of oxygen  
• regeneration of the CO2 acceptor  
• consumption of ATP  
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Activities Quiz 
 

1. Identify the chloroplast. (Activity: The Sites of Photosynthesis) 
 

• A
• B
• C
• D
• E

2. Identify the stroma. (Activity: The Sites of Photosynthesis) 
 

• A
• B
• C
• D
• E

3. Identify a thylakoid. (Activity: The Sites of Photosynthesis) 
 

• A
• B
• C
• D
• E

4. Which of these equations best summarizes photosynthesis? (Activity: 
Overview of Photosynthesis)   

 
• C6H12O6 + 6 O2 —> 6 CO2 + 12 H2O  
• C6H12O6 + 6 O2 —> 6 CO2 + 6 H2O + Energy  
• 6 CO2 + 6 O2 —> C6H12O6 + 6 H2O  
• 6 CO2 + 6 H2O —> C6H12O6 + 6 O2  
• H2O —> 2 H+ + 1/2 O2 + 2e-  
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5. Where does the Calvin cycle occur? (Activity: Overview of Photosynthesis) 
 

• A
• B
• C
• D
• E

6. The light reactions of photosynthesis use _____ and produce _____. (Activity: 
Overview of Photosynthesis)   

 
• NADPH ... NADP+  
• water ... NADPH  
• carbon dioxide ... oxygen  
• carbon dioxide ... sugar  
• NADPH ... oxygen  

 

7. _____ has a longer wavelength than _____. (Activity: Light Energy and 
Pigments)   

 
• Red ... green  
• Violet ... blue  
• Yellow ... red  
• Green ... yellow  
• Blue ... green  

 

8. Which of these phosphorylates ADP to make ATP? (Activity: The Light 
Reactions) 

 

• A
• B
• C
• D
• E
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9. _____ releases energy that is used to pump hydrogen ions from the stroma into 
the thylakoid compartment. (Activity: The Light Reactions) 

 

• A
• B
• C
• D
• E

10. _____ splits water into 1/2 O2, H+, and e-. (Activity: The Light Reactions) 
 

• A
• B
• C
• D
• E

11. Energized electrons from ____ enter an electron transport chain and are then 
used to reduce NADP+. (Activity: The Light Reactions) 

 

• A
• B
• C
• D
• E
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12. Chlorophyll can be found in _____. (Activity: The Light Reactions) 
 

• B and D  
• A and B  
• A and C  
• B and C  
• B and E  

 

13. Carbon fixation involves the addition of carbon dioxide to _____. (Activity: 
The Calvin Cycle)   

 
• rubisco  
• RuBP  
• G3P  
• 3-PGA  
• NADPH  

 

14. After 3-PGA is phosphorylated, it is reduced by _____. (Activity: The Calvin 
Cycle)   

• NADP+  
• ADP  
• CO2  
• NADPH  
• ATP  

 

15. How many carbon dioxide molecules must be added to RuBP to make a single 
molecule of glucose? (Activity: The Calvin Cycle)   

• 2
• 4
• 6
• 8
• 10  
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16. In the Calvin cycle, how many ATP molecules are required to regenerate 
RuBP from five G3P molecules? (Activity: The Calvin Cycle)   

• 1
• 2
• 3
• 4
• 5
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Chapter 12: The Cell Cycle   
 

1. Increases in the enzymatic activity of some protein kinases important for the 
regulation of the cell cycle are due to   

 
• kinase synthesis by ribosomes.  
• activation of inactive kinases by binding to cyclins.  
• conversion of inactive cyclins to active kinases by means of phosphorylation.  
• cleavage of the inactive kinase molecules by cytoplasmic proteases.  
• a decline in external growth factors to a concentration below the inhibitory 

threshold.  
 

2. Through a microscope, you can see a cell plate beginning to develop across the 
middle of the cell and nuclei re-forming on either side of the cell plate. This 
cell is most likely   

 
• an animal cell in the process of cytokinesis.  
• a plant cell in the process of cytokinesis.  
• an animal cell in the S phase of the cell cycle.  
• a bacterial cell dividing.  
• a plant cell in metaphase.  

 

3. Vinblastine is a standard chemotherapeutic drug used to treat cancer. Because 
it interferes with the assembly of microtubules, its effectiveness must be 
related to   

 
• disruption of mitotic spindle formation.  
• inhibition of regulatory protein phosphorylation.  
• suppression of cyclin production.  
• myosin denaturation and inhibition of cleavage furrow formation.  
• inhibition of DNA synthesis.  

 

4. A particular cell has half as much DNA as some of the other cells in a 
mitotically active tissue. The cell in question is most likely in   

• G1.  
• G2.  
• prophase.  
• metaphase.  
• anaphase.  
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5. One difference between a cancer cell and a normal cell is that   
 

• the cancer cell is unable to synthesize DNA.  
• the cell cycle of the cancer cell is arrested at the S phase.  
• cancer cells continue to divide even when they are tightly packed together.  
• cancer cells cannot function properly because they suffer from density-dependent 

inhibition.  
• cancer cells are always in the M phase of the cell cycle.  

 

6. The decline of MPF activity at the end of mitosis is caused by   
 

• the destruction of the protein kinase (Cdk).   
• decreased synthesis of cyclin.   
• the degradation of cyclin.   
• synthesis of DNA.  
• an increase in the cell's volume-to-genome ratio.  

 

7. A red blood cell (RBC) has a 120-day life span. If an average adult has 5 L of 
blood, and each microliter (µL) contains 5 million RBCs, how many new cells 
must be produced each second to replace the entire RBC population? (1 µL =
10-6 L)  

 
• 30,000  
• 2,400  
• 2,400,000  
• 18,000  
• 30,000,000  

 

8. The drug cytochalasin B blocks the function of actin. Which of the following 
aspects of the cell cycle would be most disrupted by cytochalasin B?    

 
• spindle formation  
• spindle attachment to kinetochores  
• DNA synthesis  
• cell elongation during anaphase  
• cleavage furrow formation  
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9. In some organisms, mitosis occurs without cytokinesis occurring. This will 
result in   

 
• cells with more than one nucleus.  
• cells that are unusually small.  
• cells lacking nuclei.  
• destruction of chromosomes.  
• cell cycles lacking an S phase.  

 

10. Which of the following does not occur during mitosis?   
 

• condensation of the chromosomes  
• replication of the DNA  
• separation of sister chromatids  
• spindle formation  
• separation of the centrosomes  
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Activities Quiz 
 

1. Which of these cells is (are) haploid? (Activity: Roles of Cell Division) 
 

• A and D  
• B
• B and C  
• C and D  
• D

2. A diploid organism whose somatic (nonsex) cells each contain 32 
chromosomes produces gametes containing _____ chromosomes. (Activity: 
Roles of Cell Division)   

• 32  
• 8
• 16  
• 30  
• 64  

 

3. Which of these phases encompasses all of the stages of mitosis? (Activity: The 
Cell Cycle) 

 
• A
• B
• C
• D
• E

4. During _____ both the contents of the nucleus and the cytoplasm are divided. 
(Activity: The Cell Cycle)   

 
• the mitotic phase  
• G1  
• S
• G2  
• mitosis  
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5. During _____ the cell grows and replicates both its organelles and its 
chromosomes. (Activity: The Cell Cycle)   

 
• S
• cytokinesis  
• G1  
• interphase  
• mitosis  

 

6. Nucleoli are present during _____. (Activity: Mitosis and Cytokinesis 
Animation)   

 
• interphase  
• prophase  
• prometaphase  
• metaphase  
• anaphase  

 

7. Cytokinesis often, but not always, accompanies _____. (Activity: Mitosis and 
Cytokinesis Animation)  

 
• telophase  
• prometaphase  
• metaphase  
• anaphase  
• interphase  

 

8. Chromosomes become visible during _____. (Activity: Mitosis and 
Cytokinesis Animation)   

 
• metaphase  
• prophase  
• interphase  
• prometaphase  
• anaphase  
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9. Centromeres divide and sister chromosomes become full-fledged 
chromosomes during _____. (Activity: Mitosis and Cytokinesis Animation) 

 
• metaphase  
• interphase  
• prometaphase  
• telophase  
• anaphase  

 

10. Spindle fibers attach to kinetochores during _____. (Activity: Mitosis and 
Cytokinesis Animation)   

 
• metaphase  
• prometaphase  
• interphase  
• anaphase  
• telophase  
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Chapter 13: Meiosis and Sexual Life Cycles   
 

1. A human cell containing 22 autosomes and a Y chromosome is   
 
• a somatic cell of a male.  
• a zygote.  
• a somatic cell of a female.  
• a sperm cell.  
• an ovum.  

 

2. Homologous chromosomes move toward opposite poles of a dividing cell during   
 
• mitosis.  
• meiosis I.  
• meiosis II.  
• fertilization.  
• binary fission.  

 

3. Meiosis II is similar to mitosis in that  
 
• homologous chromosomes synapse.  
• DNA replicates before the division.  
• the daughter cells are diploid.  
• sister chromatids separate during anaphase.  
• the chromosome number is reduced.  

 

4. If the DNA content of a diploid cell in the G1 phase of the cell cycle is x, then the 
DNA content of the same cell at metaphase of meiosis I would be   

 
• 0.25x.  
• 0.5x.  
• x.  
• 2x.  
• 4x.  
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5. If we continued to follow the cell lineage from question 4, then the DNA content 
at metaphase of meiosis II would be   

 
• 0.25x.  
• 0.5x.  
• x.  
• 2x.   
• 4x.  

 

6. How many different combinations of maternal and paternal chromosomes can be 
packaged in gametes made by an organism with a diploid number of 8 (2n = 8)?  

 
• 2
• 4
• 8
• 16  
• 32  

 

7. The immediate product of meiosis in a plant is a   
 
• spore.  
• gamete.  
• sporophyte.  
• gametophyte.  
• zygote.  

 

8. Multicellular haploid organisms   
 
• are typically called sporophytes.  
• produce new cells for growth by meiosis.  
• produce gametes by mitosis.  
• are found only in aquatic environments.  
• are the direct result of fertilization.  
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9. Crossing over usually contributes to genetic variation by exchanging 
chromosomal segments between   

 
• sister chromatids of a chromosome.  
• chromatids of nonhomologues.  
• nonsister chromatids of homologues.  
• nonhomologous loci of the genome.  
• autosomes and sex chromosomes.  

 

10. In comparing the typical life cycles of plants and animals, a stage found in plants 
but not in animals is a   

 
• gamete.  
• zygote.  
• multicellular diploid.  
• multicellular haploid.  
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Chapter 16: The Molecular Basis of Inheritance   
 

1. In his work with pneumonia-causing bacteria and mice, Griffith found that 
 

• the protein coat from pathogenic cells was able to transform nonpathogenic cells.  
• heat-killed pathogenic cells caused pneumonia.  
• some substance from pathogenic cells was transferred to nonpathogenic cells, 

making them pathogenic.  
• the polysaccharide coat of bacteria caused pneumonia.  
• bacteriophages injected DNA into bacteria.  

 

2. E. coli cells grown on 15N medium are transferred to 14N medium and allowed to 
grow for two more generations (two rounds of DNA replication). DNA extracted 
from these cells is centrifuged. What density distribution of DNA would you 
expect in this experiment?   

 
• one high-density and one low-density band  
• one intermediate-density band  
• one high-density and one intermediate-density band  
• one low-density and one intermediate-density band  
• one low-density band  

 

3. A biochemist isolates and purifies molecules needed for DNA replication. When 
she adds some DNA, replication occurs, but each DNA molecule consists of a 
normal strand paired with numerous segments of DNA a few hundred nucleotides 
long. What has she probably left out of the mixture?   

 
• DNA polymerase  
• DNA ligase  
• nucleotides  
• Okazaki fragments  
• primase  
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4. What is the basis for the difference in how the leading and lagging strands of 
DNA molecules are synthesized?  

 
• The origins of replication occur only at the 5' end.  
• Helicases and single-strand binding proteins work at the 5' end.  
• DNA polymerase can join new nucleotides only to the 3' end of a growing strand.  
• DNA ligase works only in the 3' --> 5' direction.  
• Polymerase can work on only one strand at a time.  

 

5. In analyzing the number of different bases in a DNA sample, which result would 
be consistent with the base-pairing rules?   

 
• A = G
• A + G = C + T
• A + T = G + T
• A = C
• G = T

6. Synthesis of a new DNA strand usually begins with  
 
• an RNA primer.  
• a DNA primer.  
• an Okazaki fragment.  
• DNA ligase.  
• a thymine dimer.  

 

7. A eukaryotic cell lacking active telomerase would   
 
• be unable to take up DNA from the surrounding solution.  
• be unable to identify and correct mismatched nucleotides.  
• experience a gradual reduction of chromosome length with each replication cycle.  
• have a greater potential to become cancerous.  
• be unable to connect Okazaki fragments.  
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8. The elongation of the leading strand during DNA synthesis   
 
• progresses away from the replication fork.  
• occurs in the 3' --> 5' direction.  
• produces Okazaki fragments.  
• depends on the action of DNA polymerase.  
• does not require a template strand.  

 

9. The spontaneous loss of amino groups from adenine results in hypoxanthine, an 
unnatural base, opposite thymine in DNA. What combination of molecules could 
repair such damage?   

 
• nuclease, DNA polymerase, DNA ligase  
• telomerase, primase, DNA polymerase  
• telomerase, helicase, single-strand binding protein  
• DNA ligase, replication fork proteins, adenylyl cyclase  
• nuclease, telomerase, primase  

 

10. The most reasonable inference from the observation that defects in DNA repair 
enzymes contribute to some cancers is that 

 
• cancer is generally inherited.  
• uncorrected changes in DNA can lead to cancer.  
• cancer cannot occur when repair enzymes work properly.  
• mutations generally lead to cancer.  
• cancer is caused by environmental factors that damage DNA repair enzymes  
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Activities Quiz  
 

1. This is an image of a _____. (Activity: The Hershey-Chase Experiment) 
 

• bacterium  
• red blood cell  
• phage  
• moneran  
• protist  

 

2. Who demonstrated that DNA is the genetic material of the T2 phage? (Activity: 
The Hershey-Chase Experiment)   

 
• Franklin  
• Hershey and Chase  
• Meselson and Stahl  
• Watson and Crick  
• Darwin and Wallace  

 

3. The radioactive isotope 32P labels the T2 phage's _____. (Activity: The Hershey-
Chase Experiment)   

 
• DNA  
• tail  
• base plate  
• protein coat  
• head  

 

4. Hershey and Chase used _____ to radioactively label the T2 phage's proteins. 
(Activity: The Hershey-Chase Experiment)   

 
• 35S  
• 14C  
• 222Ra  
• 32P  
• 92U  
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5. After allowing phages grown with bacteria in a medium that contained 32P and 
35S, Hershey and Chase used a centrifuge to separate the phage ghosts from the 
infected cell. They then examined the infected cells and found that they contained 
_____, which demonstrated that _____ is the phage's genetic material. (Activity: 
The Hershey-Chase Experiment)  

 
• labeled protein ... DNA  
• labeled protein .... protein  
• labeled DNA ... labeled protein  
• labeled DNA .... protein  
• labeled DNA ... DNA  

 

6. In the accompanying image, a nucleotide is indicated by the 
letter _____. (Activity: DNA and RNA Structure) 

 

• A
• B
• C
• D
• E

7. Which of these is a difference between a DNA and an RNA molecule? (Activity: 
DNA and RNA Structure)   

 
• DNA contains uracil, whereas RNA contains thymine.  
• DNA is a polymer composed of nucleotides, whereas RNA is a polymer 

composed of nucleic acids.  
• DNA is double-stranded, whereas RNA is single-stranded.  
• DNA contains five-carbon sugars, whereas RNA contains six-carbon sugars.  
• DNA contains nitrogenous bases, whereas RNA contains phosphate groups.  
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8. This is an image of a(n) _____. (Activity: DNA and RNA Structure) 
 

• amino acid  
• nucleic acid  
• thiol  
• nucleotide  
• none of the above  

 

9. The letter A indicates a _____. (Activity: DNA and RNA Structure) 
 

• phosphate group  
• nucleotide  
• nitrogenous base  
• sugar  
• none of the above  
 

10. A nitrogenous base is indicated by the letter _____. (Activity: DNA and RNA 
Structure) 

 

• A
• B
• C
• D
• E
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11. You can tell that this is an image of a DNA nucleotide and not an RNA nucleotide 
because you see a _____. (Activity: DNA and RNA Structure) 

 

• thymine nitrogenous base, not a uracil 
nitrogenous base  

• sugar with two, and not three, oxygen 
atoms  

• double-stranded molecule, not a 
single-stranded molecule  

• phosphate group, not a uracil  
• uracil nitrogenous base, not a thymine 

nitrogenous base  
 

12. Which of these nitrogenous bases is found in DNA but not in RNA? (Activity: 
DNA and RNA Structure)   

 
• adenine  
• cytosine  
• guanine  
• thymine  
• uracil  

 

13. Which of these is(are) pyrimidines? (Activity: DNA and RNA Structure) 
 

• A and B  
• A, B, and C  
• B and C  
• B, C, and D  
• C, D, and E  
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14. In a nucleotide, the nitrogenous base is attached to the sugar's _____ carbon and 
the phosphate group is attached to the sugar's _____ carbon. (Activity: DNA and 
RNA Structure)   

 
• 1' ... 2'  
• 1' ... 5'  
• 2' ... 3'  
• 1' ... 3'  
• 2' ... 1'  

 

15. Nucleic acids are assembled in the _____ direction. (Activity: DNA and RNA 
Structure)   

 
• 1' to 5'  
• 2' to 3'  
• 5' to 3'  
• 4' to 5'  
• 5' to 1'  

 

16. In a DNA double helix an adenine of one strand always pairs with a(n) _____ of 
the complementary strand, and a guanine of one strand always pairs with a(n) 
_____ of the complementary strand. (Activity: DNA and RNA 
Structure),(Activity: DNA Double Helix), ( Activity: DNA Replication: A Closer 
Look)   

 
• guanine ... adenine  
• cytosine ... uracil  
• cytosine ... thymine  
• thymine ... cytosine  
• uracil ... cytosine  

 

17. Short segments of newly synthesized DNA are joined into a continuous strand by 
_____. (Activity: DNA Replication: An Overview), (Activity: DNA Replication: 
A Review)   

 
• helicase  
• DNA polymerase  
• ligase  
• primase  
• single-strand binding protein  
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18. After DNA replication is completed, _____. (Activity: DNA Replication: An 
Overview), (Activity: DNA Replication: A Closer Look), (Activity: DNA 
Replication: A Review)   

 
• each new DNA double helix consists of one old DNA strand and one new DNA 

strand  
• each new DNA double helix consists of two new strands  
• one DNA double helix consists of two old strands and one DNA double helix 

consists of two new strands  
• each of the four DNA strands consists of some old strand parts and some new 

strand parts  
• there are four double helices  

 

19. The first step in the replication of DNA is catalyzed by _____. (Activity: DNA 
Replication: A Closer Look), (Activity: DNA Replication: A Review)   

 
• helicase  
• DNA polymerase  
• ligase  
• primase  
• single-strand binding protein  

 

20. The action of helicase creates _____. (Activity: DNA Replication: An Overview), 
(Activity: DNA Replication: A Closer Look), (Activity: DNA Replication: A 
Review)   

 
• primers and DNA fragments  
• primers and replication bubbles  
• DNA fragments and replication forks  
• replication forks and replication bubbles  
• DNA fragments and replication bubbles  

 

21. Why is the new DNA strand complementary to the 3' to 5' strands assembled in 
short segments? (Activity: DNA Replication: An Overview), (Activity: DNA 
Replication: A Closer Look), (Activity: DNA Replication: A Review)  

 
• the replication forks block the formation of longer strands  
• DNA polymerase can assemble DNA only in the 3' to 5' direction  
• DNA polymerase can assemble DNA only in the 5' to 3' direction  
• it is more efficient than assembling complete new strands  
• only short DNA sequences can extend off the RNA primers  
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22. The synthesis of a new strand begins with the synthesis of a(n) _____. (Activity: 
DNA Replication: A Closer Look), (Activity: DNA Replication: A Review)   

 
• single-strand binding protein  
• Okazaki fragment  
• poly(A) tail  
• short pieces of DNA  
• RNA primer complementary to a preexisting DNA strand  

 

23. Which of these is responsible for catalyzing the formation of an RNA primer? 
(Activity: DNA Replication: A Review)  

 

• A
• B
• C
• D
• E

24. An old DNA strand is used as a _____ for the assembly of a new DNA strand. 
(Activity: DNA Replication: An Overview), (Activity: DNA Replication: A 
Closer Look), (Activity: DNA Replication: A Review)   

 
• complement  
• primer  
• template  
• source of nucleotides  
• model  
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Chapter 17: From Gene to Protein   
 

1. Base-pair substitutions involving the third base of a codon are unlikely to result in 
an error in the polypeptide. This is because  

 
• substitutions are corrected before transcription begins.  
• substitutions are restricted to introns.  
• the base-pairing rules are less strict for the third base of codons and anticodons.  
• a signal-recognition particle corrects coding errors.  
• transcribed errors attract snRNPs, which then stimulate splicing and correction.  

 

2. In eukaryotic cells, transcription cannot begin until   
 
• the two DNA strands have completely separated and exposed the promoter.  
• several transcription factors have bound to the promoter.  
• the 5' caps are removed from the mRNA.  
• the DNA introns are removed from the template.  
• DNA nucleases have isolated the transcription unit.  

 

3. Which of the following is not true of a codon? 
 

• It consists of three nucleotides.   
• It may code for the same amino acid as another codon.  
• It never codes for more than one amino acid.   
• It extends from one end of a tRNA molecule.  
• It is the basic unit of the genetic code.  

 

4. The metabolic pathway of arginine synthesis is as follows:  
 

• Beadle and Tatum discovered several classes of Neurospora mutants that were 
able to grow on minimal medium with arginine added (see Figure 17.2). They 
were able to conclude that   

• one gene codes for the entire metabolic pathway.  
• the genetic code of DNA is a triplet code.  
• class I mutants have their mutations later in the nucleotide chain than do class II 

mutants.  
• class I mutants have a nonfunctional enzyme at step A, and class II mutants have 

one at step B.  
• class III mutants have nonfunctional enzymes for all three steps.  
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5. The anticodon of a particular tRNA molecule is   
 
• complementary to the corresponding mRNA codon.  
• complementary to the corresponding triplet in rRNA.  
• the part of tRNA that bonds to a specific amino acid.  
• changeable, depending on the amino acid that attaches to the tRNA.  
• catalytic, making the tRNA a ribozyme.  

 

6. Which of the following is not true of RNA processing?   
 
• Exons are cut out before mRNA leaves the nucleus.  
• Nucleotides may be added at both ends of the RNA.  
• Ribozymes may function in RNA splicing.  
• RNA splicing can be catalyzed by spliceosomes.  
• A primary transcript is often much longer than the final RNA molecule that leaves 

the nucleus.  
 

7. Which of the following is true of translation in both prokaryotes and eukaryotes?   
 
• Translation is coupled to transcription.  
• The product of transcription is immediately ready for translation.  
• The codon UUU codes for phenylalanine.  
• Ribosomes are affected by streptomycin.  
• The signal-recognition particle (SRP) binds to the first 20 amino acids of certain 

polypeptides.  
 

8. Using Figure 17.5, identify a 5' ? 3' sequence of nucleotides in the DNA template 
strand for an mRNA coding for the polypeptide sequence Phe-Pro-Lys.   

• UUU-GGG-AAA  
• GAA-CCC-CTT  
• AAA-ACC-TTT  
• CTT-CGG-GAA  
• AAA-CCC-UUU  
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9. Which of the following mutations would be most likely to have a harmful effect 
on an organism?   

 
• a base-pair substitution  
• a deletion of three nucleotides near the middle of a gene  
• a single nucleotide deletion in the middle of an intron  
• a single nucleotide deletion near the end of the coding sequence  
• a single nucleotide insertion downstream of, and close to, the start of the coding 

sequence  
 

10. Which component is not directly involved in translation?   
 
• mRNA  
• DNA  
• tRNA  
• ribosomes  
• GTP  
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Chapter 18: The Genetics of Viruses and Bacteria   
 

1. A bacterium is infected with an experimentally constructed bacteriophage 
composed of the T2 phage protein coat and T4 phage DNA. The new phages 
produced would have  

 
• T2 protein and T4 DNA.  
• T2 protein and T2 DNA.  
• a mixture of the DNA and proteins of both phages.  
• T4 protein and T4 DNA.  
• T4 protein and T2 DNA.  

 

2. RNA viruses require their own supply of certain enzymes because   
 
• host cells rapidly destroy the viruses.   
• host cells lack enzymes that can replicate the viral genome.  
• these enzymes translate viral mRNA into proteins.  
• these enzymes penetrate host cell membranes.  
• these enzymes cannot be made in host cells.  

 

3. Which of the following is descriptive of an R plasmid? 
 
• Its transfer converts an F- cell into an F+ cell.  
• It has genes for antibiotic resistance and maybe for sex pili.  
• It is transferred between bacteria by transduction.  
• It is a good example of a composite transposon.  
• It makes bacteria resistant to phage.  

 

4. Transposition differs from other mechanisms of genetic recombination because it   
 
• occurs only in bacteria.  
• moves genes between homologous regions of the DNA.  
• plays little or no role in evolution.  
• occurs only in eukaryotes.  
• scatters genes to new loci in the genome.  
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5. If a particular operon encodes enzymes for making an essential amino acid and is 
regulated like the trp operon, then 

 
• the amino acid inactivates the repressor.  
• the enzymes produced are called inducible enzymes.  
• the repressor is active in the absence of the amino acid.  
• the amino acid acts as a corepressor.  
• the amino acid turns on transcription of the operon.  

 

6. What would occur if the repressor of an inducible operon were mutated so it could 
not bind the operator?   

 
• continuous transcription of the operon's genes  
• reduced transcription of the operon's genes  
• buildup of a substrate for the pathway controlled by the operon  
• irreversible binding of the repressor to the promoter  
• overproduction of catabolite activator protein (CAP)  

 

7. During conjugation between an Hfr cell and an F- cell,  
 
• the F- cell becomes an F+ cell.  
• the F- cell becomes an Hfr cell.  
• the chromosome of the F- cell is degraded.  
• genes from the Hfr cell may replace genes of the F- cell by recombination.  
• DNA from the F- cell transfers to the Hfr cell, and DNA from the Hfr cell 

transfers to the F- cell.  
 

8. Genetic variation in bacterial populations never results from   
 
• transduction.  
• transformation.  
• conjugation.  
• mutation.  
• meiosis.  
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9. Which of the following characteristics or processes is common to both  
bacteria and viruses?   

 
• binary fission  
• ribosomes  
• genetic material of nucleic acid  
• mitosis  
• conjugation  

 

10. Emerging viruses arise by   
 
• mutation of existing viruses.  
• the spread of existing viruses to new host species.  
• the spread of existing viruses more widely within their host species.  
• all of the above.  
• none of the above  
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Chapter 20: DNA Technology and Genomics   
 

1. Bacteria use restriction enzymes to _____.  
 
• synthesize DNA  
• synthesize RNA  
• synthesize protein  
• destroy foreign protein  
• destroy foreign DNA  

 

2. An enzyme that cuts DNA at a symmetrical sequence of bases is called a _____.  
 
• reverse transcriptase  
• restriction enzyme  
• cDNA  
• palindrome  
• ligase  

 

3. When a typical restriction enzyme cuts a DNA molecule, the cuts are staggered so 
that the DNA fragments have single-stranded ends. This is important in 
recombinant DNA work because _____.  

 
• it allows a cell to recognize fragments produced by the enzyme  
• the single-stranded ends serve as starting points for DNA replication  
• the fragments will bond to other fragments with complementary single-stranded 

ends  
• it enables researchers to use the fragments as introns  
• only single-stranded DNA segments can code for proteins  

 

4. In genetic engineering, "sticky end" refers to _____. 
 
• a technique for finding a gene of interest within a nucleus without destroying the 

cell  
• the ability of plasmids to stick to a bacterial cell wall and thus be taken up into the 

bacterium  
• short bits of single-stranded DNA left at the end of DNA molecules cut by 

restriction enzymes  
• the site on mRNA that sticks to the DNA during transcription  
• none of the above   
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5. Which one of the following enzymes could seal a nick in one strand of a double-
stranded DNA molecule by creating a sugar-phosphate bond between the 
adjacent, unjoined nucleotides?  

 
• DNA ligase  
• reverse transcriptase  
• restriction enzyme  
• terminator enzyme  
• DNA polymerase  

 

6. To create recombinant DNA with long-term stability, it is necessary to have 
which of the following in the test tube 

 
• hydrogen bonding  
• DNA ligase  
• reverse transcriptase  
• DNA polymerase  
• heat-resistant DNA polymerase  

 

7. What two enzymes are needed to produce recombinant DNA?  
 
• a restriction enzyme and a topoisomerase  
• a restriction enzyme and a ligase  
• a restriction enzyme and a polymerase  
• a polymerase and a ligase  
• a polymerase and a topoisomerase  

 

8. In recombinant methods, the term "vector" refers to _____.  
 

• the enzyme that cuts DNA into restriction fragments  
• the sticky ends of a DNA fragment  
• an RFLP marker  
• a plasmid or other agent used to transfer DNA into a living cell  
• a DNA probe used to locate a particular gene  
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9. Which arrangement of the following four enzymes represents the order in which 
they would be used in a typical gene-cloning experiment resulting in the insertion 
of a cDNA into a bacterial plasmid? Begin with the gene's mRNA transcript. 

 
• restriction enzyme, reverse transcriptase, DNA polymerase, DNA ligase  
• restriction enzyme, DNA ligase, reverse transcriptase, DNA polymerase  
• reverse transcriptase, DNA polymerase, restriction enzyme, DNA ligase  
• reverse transcriptase, DNA ligase, DNA polymerase, restriction enzyme  
• reverse transcriptase, restriction enzyme, DNA polymerase, DNA ligase  

 

10. A scientist wishing to create an organism capable of breaking down several kinds 
of toxic waste combines genes from several species of bacteria to create a single 
"superbacterium." Which of the following would probably not be needed to do 
this?  

 
• nucleic acid probes  
• F factors  
• plasmids  
• restriction enzymes  
• DNA ligase  

 

11. A nucleic acid probe is used to _____.  
 

• clone genes  
• produce a large amount of DNA from a tiny amount of DNA  
• make exact copies of DNA sequences  
• identify genes that have been inserted into bacterial plasmids or separated by 

electrophoresis  
• make DNA from RNA  

 

12. What is the source of the reverse transcriptase used in recombinant DNA 
technology?  

 
• retroviruses  
• plant cells  
• cultured fungal cells  
• cultured phage-infected mammalian cells  
• either retroviruses or cultured phage-infected mammalian cells  
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13. Because eukaryotic genes contain introns, they cannot be translated by bacteria, 
which lack RNA-splicing machinery. But if you want to engineer a bacterium to 
produce a eukaryotic protein, you can synthesize a gene without introns. A good 
way to do this is to _____.  

 
• alter the bacteria so that they can splice RNA  
• use a nucleic acid probe to find a gene without introns  
• work backward from mRNA to make a version of the gene without introns  
• use a phage to insert the desired gene into a bacterium  
• use a restriction enzyme to remove introns from the gene  

 

14. DNA synthesized using an RNA template is called _____. 
 
• reverse transcriptase  
• a restriction enzyme  
• cDNA  
• a palindrome  
• a plasmid  

 

15. In the polymerase chain reaction (PCR), the sequence of bases in the primers is 
important because it _____.  

 
• determines which segment of the genome will be amplified  
• always matches a stop codon  
• always causes a silent mutation  
• determines how many cycles of the reaction are needed to obtain a sufficient 

amount of amplified DNA  
• determines the number of tandem repeats in a genome  

 

16. A molecular biologist has isolated a short segment of DNA that she wants to 
replicate in vitro. First she heats the DNA, which separates the two strands, and 
then she adds _____.  

 
• nucleotides, primers, and polymerase  
• ribosomes, nucleosomes, and messenger RNA  
• nucleotides and ligase  
• transfer RNA, matching amino acids, and messenger RNA  
• ribosomes, matching amino acids, and primers  
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17. In the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) technique, a heating phase and a cooling 
phase alternate. An original sample of DNA would have to pass through how 
many total rounds of heating and cooling before a sample is increased eight times 
in quantity?  

 
• two  
• three  
• four  
• six  
• eight  

 

18. Separating DNA fragments by gel electrophoresis is useful for all of the following 
except _____.  

 
• identifying DNA fragments for RFLP analysis  
• purifying specific DNA fragments  
• distinguishing between different alleles of a gene  
• identifying a plasmid or a virus by examining its restriction fragment pattern  
• none of the above  

 

19. Southern blotting is _____. 
 
• a method of DNA amplification  
• a technique used to study RFLPs  
• how bacteria take up DNA from the surrounding solution  
• the insertion of DNA into a plant's chromosomes  
• used to determine the product of a particular gene  

 

20. Which of the following is not a step of the Southern blotting procedure?  
 

• hybridizing the DNA with a radioactive probe  
• digesting the DNA with a restriction enzyme  
• separating the DNA fragments using gel electrophoresis  
• transferring the DNA to a blot  
• linking the DNA with DNA ligase  
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21. RFLPs have been tremendously useful for genomic mapping studies because 
_____.  

 
• they are found only in the coding sequences of genes  
• they are found only in the promoter regions of genes  
• they are found only in disease-causing genes  
• they are not restricted to genes, and are abundantly scattered throughout the 

genome  
• they are found only in expressed genes  

 

22. A genetic marker is _____.  
 

• a place where a restriction enzyme cuts DNA  
• a chart that traces the family history of a genetic trait  
• a particular nucleotide sequence whose inheritance can be followed  
• a radioactive probe used to find a gene  
• an enzyme used to cut DNA  
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Chapter 27: Prokaryotes   
 

1. Which of the following is not true of peptidoglycan?   
 

• It is composed of modified-sugar polymers.  
• It anchors other molecules on the surface of a bacterium.  
• Gram-positive bacteria have a relatively large amount of it.  
• It is found in the cell walls of all prokaryotes.  
• It is located outside the plasma membrane of most bacteria.  

 

2. Photoautotrophs use  
 

• light as an energy source and CO2 as a carbon source.  
• light as an energy source and methane as a carbon source.  
• N2 as an energy source and CO2 as a carbon source.  
• CO2 as both an energy source and a carbon source.  
• H2S as an energy source and CO2 as a carbon source.  

 

3. Which of the following statements is not true? 
 

• Archaea and bacteria have different membrane lipids.  
• Both archaea and bacteria generally lack membrane-enclosed organelles.  
• The cell walls of archaea lack peptidoglycan.  
• Only bacteria have histones associated with DNA.  
• Bacteria include the spirochetes.  

 

4. Which of the following features of prokaryotic biology involves metabolic 
cooperation among cells?   

 
• binary fission  
• endospore formation  
• endotoxin release  
• biofilms  
• photoautotrophy  
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5. Which of the following statements about archaea is not true?   
 

• Archaea include euryarchaeotes and crenarchaeotes.  
• Archaea include methanogens and extreme thermophiles.  
• Archaea are not found in terrestrial habitats.  
• Archaea share features with both bacteria and eukaryotes.  
• Archaea are distinguished from bacteria based partly on molecular 

systematics.  
 

6. Which prokaryotic group is mismatched with its members? 
 

• Proteobacteria-diverse gram-negative bacteria  
• Chlamydias-intracellular parasites  
• Spirochetes-helical heterotrophs  
• Gram-positive bacteria-symbionts in legume root nodules  
• Cyanobacteria-solitary and colonial photoautotrophs  

 

7. What kind of relationship exists between the Lyme disease-causing bacterium B. 
burgdorferi and humans?  

 
• mutualism  
• commensalism  
• parasitism  
• metabolic cooperation  
• none  

 

8. Erythromycin functions as an antibiotic mainly by inhibiting the ability of some 
prokaryotes to   

 
• form spores.  
• replicate DNA.  
• synthesize normal cell walls.  
• synthesize protein on ribosomes.  
• synthesize ATP.  
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9. Plant-like photosynthesis that releases O2 occurs in   
 

• cyanobacteria.  
• chlamydias.  
• archaea.  
• actinomycetes.  
• chemoautotrophic bacteria.  

 

10. An example of bioremediation is 
 

• the use of prokaryotes to treat sewage or clean up oil spills.  
• the production of antibiotics by cultured prokaryotes.  
• the application of bacteria to produce transgenic plants.  
• the introduction of parasitic bacteria to kill other bacteria.  
• all of the above.  
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Chapter 35: Plant Structure, Growth, and Development   
 

1. Which structure is incorrectly paired with its tissue system? 
 

• root hair-dermal tissue  
• palisade parenchyma-ground tissue  
• guard cell-dermal tissue  
• companion cell-ground tissue  
• tracheid-vascular tissue  

 

2. A vessel element would likely lose its protoplast in which area of growth in a 
root? 

 
• zone of cell division  
• zone of elongation  
• zone of maturation  
• root cap  
• apical meristem  

 

3. Wood consists of 
 

• bark.  
• periderm.  
• secondary xylem.  
• secondary phloem  
• cork  

 

4. Which of the following is not part of an older tree's bark? 
 

• cork  
• cork cambium  
• lenticels  
• secondary xylem  
• secondary phloem  
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5. The phase change of an apical meristem from the juvenile to the mature 
vegetative phase is often signaled by 

 
• a change in the morphology of the leaves that are produced.  
• the initiation of secondary growth.  
• the formation of lateral roots.  
• a change in the orientation of preprophase bands and cytoplasmic microtubules in 

lateral meristems.  
• the activation of floral meristem identity genes.  

 

6. Which of the following arise from meristematic activity? 
 

• secondary xylem  
• leaves  
• trichomes  
• tubers  
• all of the above  

 

7. "Pinching off" the tops of snapdragons causes the plants to make many more 
flowers than they would if left alone. Why does removal of the snapdragon's 
top cause more flowers to form?   

 
• Removal of an apical meristem causes a phase transition from vegetative to floral 

development.  
• Removal of an apical meristem causes cell division to become disorganized, much 

like in the fass mutant of Arabidopsis.  
• Removal of an apical meristem allows more nutrients to be delivered to floral 

meristems.  
• Removal of an apical meristem causes outgrowth of lateral buds that produce 

extra branches, which ultimately produce flowers.  
• Removal of an apical meristem allows the periderm to produce new lateral 

branches.  
 

8. _____ is to xylem as _____ is to phloem.   
 

• Sclerenchyma cell; parenchyma cell  
• Apical meristem; vascular cambium  
• Vessel element; sieve-tube member  
• Cortex; pith  
• Vascular cambium; cork cambium  
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9. The type of mature cell that a particular embryonic plant cell will become 
appears to be determined mainly by   

 
• the selective loss of genes.  
• the cell's final position in a developing organ.  
• the cell's pattern of migration.  
• the cell's age.  
• the cell's particular meristematic lineage.  

 

10. Based on the ABC hypothesis presented in Figure 35.31, predict floral 
morphology of a mutant lacking activity of B genes.   

 
• carpel-petal-petal-carpel  
• petal-petal-petal-petal  
• sepal-sepal-carpel-carpel  
• sepal-carpel-carpel-sepal  
• carpel-carpel-carpel-carpel  
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Chapter 44: Osmoregulation and Excretion   
 

1. Unlike an earthworm's metanephridia, a mammalian nephron   
 

• is intimately associated with a capillary network.  
• forms urine by changing the composition of fluid inside the tubule.  
• functions in both osmoregulation and the excretion of nitrogenous wastes.  
• receives filtrate from the blood instead of coelomic fluid.  
• has a transport epithelium.  

 

2. Which of the following is not a normal response to increased blood 
osmolarity in humans?   

 
• increased permeability of the collecting duct to water  
• increased thirst  
• release of ADH by the pituitary gland  
• production of more dilute urine  
• reduced urine production  

 

3. The high osmolarity of the renal medulla is maintained by all of the following 
except   

 
• diffusion of salt from the ascending limb of the loop of Henle.  
• active transport of salt from the upper region of the ascending limb.  
• the spatial arrangement of juxtamedullary nephrons.  
• diffusion of urea from the collecting duct.  
• diffusion of salt from the descending limb of the loop of Henle.  

 

4. Select the pair in which the nitrogenous waste is incorrectly matched with the 
benefit of its excretion.   

 
• urea-low toxicity relative to ammonia  
• uric acid-can be stored as a precipitate  
• ammonia-very soluble in water  
• uric acid-minimal loss of water when excreted  
• urea-very insoluble in water  
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5. The body fluids of freshwater crustaceans generally have a lower osmolarity 
than the body fluids of their nearest marine crustacean relatives. Which of the 
following is a benefit of reduced osmolarity of body fluids in freshwater 
crustaceans?   

 
• an increase in the rate of water flow into the body fluids  
• a decrease in the rate of water loss to the surrounding environment  
• a reduction in energy expenditures for osmoregulation  
• an increase in the rate of salt loss to the surrounding environment  
• a decrease in the rate of salt gain from the environment  

 

6. Which process in the nephron is least selective?   
 

• secretion  
• reabsorption  
• active transport  
• filtration  
• salt pumping by the loop of Henle  

 

7. Which of the following animals generally has the lowest volume of urine 
production?   

 
• a marine shark  
• a salmon in fresh water  
• a marine bony fish  
• a freshwater bony fish  
• a shark inhabiting freshwater Lake Nicaragua  

 

8. African lungfish, which are often found in small stagnant pools of fresh 
water, produce urea as a nitrogenous waste. What is the advantage of this 
adaptation?   

 
• Urea takes less energy to synthesize than ammonia.  
• Small stagnant pools do not provide enough water to dilute the toxic ammonia.  
• The highly toxic urea makes the pool uninhabitable to potential competitors.  
• Urea forms a precipitate and does not accumulate in the surrounding water.  
• A buildup of urea in the blood makes a lungfish hypoosmotic to its environment.  
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9. Natural selection should favor the highest proportion of juxtamedullary 
nephrons in which of the following species?   

 
• a river otter  
• a mouse species living in a tropical rain forest  
• a mouse species living in a temperate broadleaf forest  
• a mouse species living in the desert  
• a beaver  

 

10. A clinical condition known as diabetes insipidus results in the production of 
large volumes of dilute urine. Which of the following is consistent with this 
condition?   

 
• high concentration of sodium in the urine  
• very low production of ADH  
• overproduction of ADH  
• high production of aldosterone  
• high production of angiotensin II  
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Chapter 46: Animal Reproduction   
 

1. Which of the following characterizes parthenogenesis?   
 

• An individual may change its sex during its lifetime.  
• Specialized groups of cells grow into new individuals.  
• An organism is first a male and then a female.  
• An egg develops without being fertilized.  
• Both mates have male and female reproductive organs.  

 

2. Which structure is incorrectly paired with its function?   
 

• gonads-produce gametes  
• spermatheca-stores sperm in male honeybees  
• cloaca-serves as the common opening for the reproductive, excretory, and 

digestive systems  
• baculum-stiffens the penis in some mammals  
• endometrium-forms the maternal part of the placenta  

 

3. Which of the following male and female structures are least alike in function?   
 

• seminiferous tubules-vagina  
• Sertoli cells-follicle cells  
• spermatogonia-oogonia  
• testes-ovaries  
• vas deferens-oviduct  

 

4. A difference between estrous and menstrual cycles is that   
 

• nonmammalian vertebrates have estrous cycles, whereas mammals have 
menstrual cycles.  

• the endometrial lining is shed in menstrual cycles but reabsorbed in estrous 
cycles.  

• estrous cycles occur more often than menstrual cycles.  
• estrous cycles are not controlled by hormones.  
• ovulation occurs before the endometrium thickens in estrous cycles.  
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5. Peaks of LH and FSH production occur during   
 

• the flow phase of the menstrual (uterine) cycle.  
• the beginning of the follicular phase of the ovarian cycle.  
• the period just before ovulation.  
• the end of the luteal phase of the ovarian cycle.  
• the secretory phase of the menstrual cycle.  

 

6. In sequential hermaphroditism   
 

• some individuals may change from male to female.  
• individuals fertilize themselves.  
• males rather than females release pheromones.  
• diploid ova are produced.  
• the adult gonads are undifferentiated.  

 

7. During human gestation, rudiments of all organs develop   
 

• in the first trimester.  
• in the second trimester.  
• in the third trimester.  
• while the embryo is in the oviduct.  
• during the blastocyst stage.  

 

8. Which pharmacological strategy is most likely to result in a successful male 
contraceptive?   

 
• preventing the production of functionally normal sperm  
• maintaining high circulating concentrations of androgen  
• blocking testosterone receptors on Leydig cells  
• blocking androgen receptors within the hypothalamus  
• maintaining high circulating concentrations of FSH  
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9. Fertilization of human eggs most often takes place in the   
 

• vagina.  
• ovary.  
• uterus.  
• oviduct.  
• vas deferens.  

 

10. In male mammals, excretory and reproductive systems share 
 

• the testes.  
• the urethra.  
• the ureter.  
• the vas deferens.  
• the prostate.   
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Chapter 48: Nervous Systems   
 

1. What happens when a neuron's membrane depolarizes?   
 

• There is a net diffusion of Na+ out of the cell.  
• The equilibrium potential for K+ (EK) becomes more positive.  
• The magnitude of the neuron's membrane voltage is reduced.  
• The neuron becomes less likely to generate an action potential.  
• The inside of the cell becomes more negative relative to the outside.  

 

2. Why are action potentials usually conducted in only one direction along an 
axon?   

 
• The nodes of Ranvier can conduct potentials in only one direction.  
• The brief refractory period prevents reopening of voltage-gated Na+ channels.  
• The axon hillock has a higher membrane potential than the terminals of the axon.  
• Ions can flow along the axon in only one direction.  
• Voltage-gated channels for both Na+ and K+ open in only one direction.  

 

3. A common feature of action potentials is that they   
 

• cause the membrane to hyperpolarize and then depolarize.  
• can undergo temporal and spatial summation.  
• are triggered by a depolarization that reaches the threshold.  
• move at the same speed along all axons.  
• result from the diffusion of Na+ and K+ through ligand-gated channels.  

 

4. Which of the following is a direct result of depolarizing the presynaptic 
membrane of an axon terminal?   

 
• Voltage-gated Ca2+ channels in the membrane open.  
• Synaptic vesicles fuse with the membrane.  
• The postsynaptic cell produces an action potential.  
• Ligand-gated channels open, allowing neurotransmitters to enter the synaptic 

cleft.  
• An EPSP or IPSP is generated in the postsynaptic cell.  
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5. Where are neurotransmitter receptors located?   
 

• on the nuclear membrane  
• at nodes of Ranvier  
• on the postsynaptic membrane  
• on the membranes of synaptic vesicles  
• in the myelin sheath  

 

6. Which of the following structures or regions is incorrectly paired with its 
function?   

 
• limbic system-motor control of speech  
• medulla oblongata-homeostatic control  
• cerebellum-coordination of movement and balance  
• corpus callosum-communication between the left and right cerebral cortices  
• hypothalamus-regulation of temperature, hunger, and thirst  

 

7. What is the neocortex?   
 

• a primitive brain region that is common to reptiles and mammals  
• a region deep in the cortex that is associated with the formation of emotional 

memories  
• a central part of the cortex that receives olfactory information  
• an additional outer layer of neurons in the cerebral cortex that is unique to 

mammals  
• an association area of the frontal lobe that is involved in higher cognitive 

functions  
 

8. Which of the following provides evidence that brain circuits involved in  
emotion form early during human development?   

 
• Humans are more likely to be able to recall emotional memories from childhood 

than factual memories.  
• Infants can understand language before they themselves can speak.  
• Such circuits involve parts of the brain that evolved before the neocortex evolved.  
• Young infants can bond to a caregiver and express fear, distress, and anger.  
• Individuals with damage to the amygdala no longer have autonomic responses to 

stressful stimuli.  
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9. Which of the following best describes how an axon grows toward its target 
cells? 

 
• The axon grows in a direct path, attracted by signal molecules released by the 

target cells.  
• Cells along the growth path release signal molecules that either attract or repel the 

axon, and the interaction of CAMs on the growth cone and neighboring cells may 
provide tracks that guide axon growth.  

• Nerve growth factor released by astrocytes stimulates a neural progenitor cell to 
differentiate into a neuron, whose axon then grows toward an increasing 
concentration of signal molecules.  

• The axon produces growth-promoting proteins only in its growth cone, causing 
the axon to grow in an outward direction toward its target cells.  

• Glia first migrate to the target cells, leaving a trail of CAMs along the path that 
the growth cone of the axon follows.  

 

10. Which disease or disorder is caused by the death of brain neurons that release 
dopamine?  

 
• schizophrenia  
• bipolar disorder  
• major depression  
• Alzheimer's disease  
• Parkinson's disease  
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Chapter 49: Sensory and Motor Mechanisms 
 

1. Which of the following sensory receptors is incorrectly paired with its 
category?  

 
• hair cell-mechanoreceptor 
• muscle spindle-mechanoreceptor 
• taste receptor-chemoreceptor 
• rod-electromagnetic receptor 
• olfactory receptor-electromagnetic receptor 

 

2. Some sharks close their eyes just before they bite. Although they cannot see 
their prey, their bites are on target. Researchers have noted that sharks often 
misdirect their bites at metal objects, and that sharks can find batteries buried 
under the sand of an aquarium. This evidence suggests that sharks keep track 
of their prey during the split second before they bite in the same way that a  

 
• rattlesnake finds a mouse in its burrow. 
• male silkworm moth locates a mate. 
• bat finds moths in the dark. 
• platypus locates its prey in a muddy river. 
• flatworm avoids light places. 

 

3. The transduction of sound waves into action potentials takes place  
 

• within the tectorial membrane as it is stimulated by the hair cells. 
• when hair cells are bent against the tectorial membrane, causing them to 

depolarize and release neurotransmitter that stimulates sensory neurons. 
• as the basilar membrane becomes more permeable to sodium ions and 

depolarizes, initiating an action potential in a sensory neuron. 
• as the basilar membrane vibrates at different frequencies in response to the 

varying volume of sounds. 
• within the middle ear as the vibrations are amplified by the malleus, incus, and 

stapes. 
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4. Which of the following is an incorrect statement about the vertebrate eye?  
 

• The vitreous humor regulates the amount of light entering the pupil. 
• The transparent cornea is an extension of the sclera. 
• The fovea is the center of the visual field and contains only cones. 
• The ciliary muscle functions in accommodation. 
• The retina lies just inside the choroid and contains the photoreceptor cells. 

 

5. When light strikes the rhodopsin in a rod, retinal isomerizes, initiating a 
signal transduction pathway that  

 
• depolarizes the neighboring bipolar cells and initiates an action potential in a 

ganglion cell. 
• depolarizes the rod, causing it to release the neurotransmitter glutamate, which 

excites bipolar cells. 
• hyperpolarizes the rod, reducing its release of glutamate, which excites some 

bipolar cells and inhibits others. 
• hyperpolarizes the rod, increasing its release of glutamate, which excites amacrine 

cells but inhibits horizontal cells. 
• converts cGMP to GMP, opening sodium channels and hyperpolarizing the 

membrane, causing the rhodopsin to become bleached. 
 

6. Clams and lobsters both have an exoskeleton, but lobsters have much greater 
mobility. Why?  

 
• Clams have only adductor muscles that hold the shell closed, whereas lobsters 

have both abductor and adductor muscles. 
• The paramyosin of clam muscles holds the muscles in a low-energy state of 

contraction, whereas lobster muscles are very similar to vertebrate striated 
muscles. 

• Clams can grow only by adding to the outer edge of the shell, whereas lobsters 
molt and repeatedly replace their exoskeleton with a larger, more flexible one. 

• The lobster skeleton can actively contract, while the clam skeleton lacks its own 
contractile mechanism. 

• Lobsters have a jointed exoskeleton, allowing for the flexible movement of 
appendages and body parts at the joints. 
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7. During the contraction of a vertebrate skeletal muscle fiber, calcium ions  
 

• break cross-bridges by acting as a cofactor in the hydrolysis of ATP. 
• bind with troponin, changing its shape so that the myosin-binding sites on actin 

are exposed. 
• transmit action potentials from the motor neuron to the muscle fiber. 
• spread action potentials through the T tubules. 
• reestablish the polarization of the plasma membrane following an action potential. 

 

8. Tetanus refers to  
 

• the partial sustained contraction of major supporting muscles. 
• the all-or-none contraction of a single muscle fiber. 
• a stronger contraction resulting from the activation of multiple motor units. 
• a smooth and sustained contraction resulting from summation. 
• a state of muscle fatigue caused by the depletion of ATP and the accumulation of 

lactate. 
 

9. Which of the following is a true statement about cardiac muscle cells?  
 

• They lack an orderly arrangement of actin and myosin filaments. 
• They have a less extensive sarcoplasmic reticulum and thus contract more slowly 

than smooth muscle cells. 
• They are connected by intercalated disks, through which action potentials spread 

to all cells in the heart. 
• They have a resting potential more positive than an action potential threshold. 
• They contract only when stimulated by neurons. 

 
10. Which of the following changes occurs when a skeletal muscle fiber 

contracts?  
 

• The A bands shorten. 
• The I bands shrink. 
• The Z lines slide farther apart. 
• The thin filaments contract. 
• The thick filaments contract. 

 


